
Regain the Strategic Innovation Initiative

Our enemies are 
smart, they will not 
attack our strengths

If our enemies 
attack us, they will 
do so against our 

weaknesses at 
times and places 
of their choosing

Our power projection and 
warfighting capabilities are 
technologically advanced

Military leaders 
gain a short-lived 
warfighting edge

Political leaders gain 
short-lived economic 

and political advantages

Senior leadership treats 
sunk costs as though 
they are investments 

Military leaders 
rotate every few 

years

Military leaders’ decision 
horizons are years at 

most, not decades

We are locked into an expensive security 
trajectory which is hard to change and 

highly visible to our strategic competitors

Our power projection and 
warfighting capabilities have 

half-century service lives

Our power projection and 
warfighting capabilities 

are hugely expensive

Our strategic competitors have 
the agility initiative, able to adapt 
their force structures and develop 

cheap counter technologies
Faster than us 

We will be surprised, 
and our force 

structure, technologies 
and doctrine will be 
inadequate to deal 
with the challenge

We must develop intellectual overmatch to circumvent our slow 
and unimaginative development and acquisition bureaucracy  

We must have credible 
force structure, 

systems and doctrine

Strategic 
Decisions are 

about the Future 

We are poor at predicting 
the future more than a 

few years  ahead.

Make strategic level 
decisions to deter 

and win wars

Military leaders 
focus on short 

term tactical issues

Our Officer Corps will have 
to fight and win in novel 

environments for which our 
force structure, doctrine 
and equipment do not 
provide an advantage

The most important strategic decision 
now is how to deal with the completely 

unexpected futures with novel attributes

LEGEND
In this concept diagram each color-coded link asks one of the 
following questions about the statement at the root of the link, 
and proposes the statement at the end of the link as an answer:
What do we want? (black)
Why do we want it? (purple)
Why is this a problem? (red)
How is this useful? (blue)
What should we do? (green)
and underlined nodes are hotlinks to references.
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Our enemies will create 
novel situations which 

our  military leaders 
have not been trained or 
equipped to overcome

Traditional DoD one-off wargames are insufficient, 
need large number of small repeated games

Wargaming during peacetime(e.g. interwar 
wargames at the NWC) develops officers capable 

of dealing with the completely unexpected

Wargaming during combat (for example the 
UK WWII  WATU games, provides engaged 

forces the agility to defeat the enemy

Use Swarm 
Gaming 

technique

Wargaming historically proven to enable 
innovation during peace and agility during war

https://govinfo.library.unt.edu/911/report/911Report_Exec.htm
https://dodcio.defense.gov/About-DoD-CIO/Organization/JAIC/
https://www.cfr.org/backgrounder/chinas-modernizing-military
https://www.polisci.washington.edu/research/publications/american-warfare-state-domestic-politics-military-spending
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/s/sunk-cost-trap.asp
https://fas.org/sgp/crs/weapons/R41129.pdf#page=7
https://www.aviationtoday.com/2018/09/04/f-35-program-update/
https://govinfo.library.unt.edu/911/report/911Report_Exec.htm
https://www.jcs.mil/Portals/36/Documents/Doctrine/education/jcs_pme_tm_vision.pdf?ver=2020-05-15-102429-817#page=3
https://www.defense.gov/Explore/News/Article/Article/2029719/milley-will-use-defense-strategy-to-chart-way-ahead-for-joint-force/
https://digital-commons.usnwc.edu/newport-papers/43/
https://paxsims.files.wordpress.com/2017/12/2017-12-10-watu-mors.pdf
https://paxsims.files.wordpress.com/2018/09/in-stride-adjudication-working-group-report-20180908.pdf#page=69
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